Wash Your Body Thoroughly

Wash yourself thoroughly before entering the bath.

I'm ready! Let's "Onsen"!

1 minute later

5 minutes later

Do I have to wash more?

Some people spend a long time washing just because they like to. Wash as long as you like! It's up to you!

Place of Social Relationship

Why don't you enjoy communication at the onsen?

Japanese hardly see foreign people at onsen, and some are very shy...

Why don't you give them an opportunity to speak with you?

Onsen is great.

Onsen is a place for socializing!

Are you local?

Where are you from?

What's your name?
Basket and Locker

Lots of baskets ... and tiny lockers...

What do you suppose they're for?

"Ashi-yu" (Foot-Bath)

What's this?

It's an "ashi-yu" (foot-bath).

Very easy to enjoy.

You can rest your feet while talking with your neighbors.

For BABIES ??

Not big enough for bags!

What are you doing?!

Time for me to be going.

I should too.

Lockers are only for valuables and baskets are for clothes.

They are not for Babies. OK?